Executive Summary
The Tampa Bay region has experienced rapid
growth over the last 30 years. Much of the region’s
population is greatly spread out across more than

REGIONAL CONTEXT
The three most populated counties in the greater

2,000 square miles of land surrounding Tampa Bay.

Tampa Bay region are Hillsborough, Pasco, and

The Regional Transit Feasibility Plan builds

roughly three million residents. Due to nearly

on decades of planning. The more than 55

continuous growth, urban development stretches

transportation plans and studies completed by

across the borders between these three counties,

Tampa Bay area agencies over the past 30+ years

as is the case between Pinellas and Pasco along

served as the foundation for the vision of future

US 19, between Pasco and Hillsborough along

transit in Tampa Bay. The Plan also bridges the gap

Bruce B. Downs Boulevard and US 41, and between

to implementation by defining the project that is

Hillsborough and Pinellas along SR 580.

most competitive for state and federal funding.

The following questions were considered
throughout development of the Plan:
• Which projects best serve our region today
while supporting tomorrow’s growth?
• Which projects have the greatest potential to be
funded (compete for state and federal grants)
and be implemented?
• Which projects are the most forward thinking
and make the best use of today’s technology?

Pinellas. Together they contain most of the region’s

This urbanized area is a US Census designated
place called the Tampa Bay Transportation
Management Area (TMA). The Tampa Bay TMA
served as the study area for the Plan and is shown
in Figure 1.1.

WHO WAS INVOLVED?
The Plan’s development was completed under the
direction and guidance of the following agencies
and stakeholders:
The Hillsborough Area Regional Transit Authority

The purpose of this Plan was to investigate the

(HART) is the transit agency of Hillsborough County

feasibility of potential regional transit options

and served as the contract administrator of the Plan.

in the urbanized area of the greater Tampa Bay
metropolitan region. The planning approach started
at a high level by creating a Regional Transit Vision
for the future. The Plan moved from a regional

The Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT)
District Seven was the funding partner and provided
technical support, as needed, to execute the

vision into more detail on projects in that vision.

completion and implementation of the Plan.

Projects were evaluated and scored based on how

The study area’s three Metropolitan Planning

well each is expected to fulfill local needs and the

Organizations (MPOs) include Forward Pinellas,

requirements set forth to qualify for federal and

Hillsborough MPO, and Pasco County MPO.

state grants. The technical effort resulted in two

To qualify for federal and/or state funding, the

top-performing projects considered to be the most

recommendations of the Plan must be included in

competitive for federal and state grant funding.

the MPOs’ Cost Feasible Long Range Transportation
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Plans (LRTPs). The MPOs are also responsible
for ensuring development of a coordinated and
complementary multimodal transportation network
to support the project. The MPOs provided strategic
direction throughout development of the Plan.

PURPOSE
Tampa Bay is growing. Since 1980, there are nearly
twice as many people – 85 percent more – living in
the three-county Tampa Bay region (refer to Figure
1.2). A total of 2.9 million people live here.

Pasco County Public Transportation (PCPT) is the
transit agency for Pasco County and provided key
direction and input during development of the Plan.
Pinellas Suncoast Transit Authority (PSTA) is the
transit agency for Pinellas County and provided key
direction and input during development of the Plan.
The Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority
(TBARTA) is the primary recipient of the Plan and
is responsible for its implementation. TBARTA’s
Governing Board endorsed the Plan in November
2018. TBARTA will be the implementing agency.
The Tampa Bay TMA Leadership Group played an

Figure 1.2 Historic Population Growth in Tampa Bay
Source: US Census Bureau and American Fact Finder
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advisory role during the Plan’s development. The
TMA is reponsible for developing regional priorities

1980

to help the Tampa Bay metropolitan area speak
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2017

with one voice, especially in allocating federal and

People in Tampa Bay live regionally. County lines

state funds. The TMA identified regional transit as

are not barriers when commuting to work, nor

a key priority which reinvigorated the conversation

are they barriers when traveling to a recreation

on regional transit, initiating this Plan to identify and

destination or making it to a doctor’s appointment

move forward with a premium transit project for

on time. Such travel preferences explain the need

Tampa Bay.

for a regional approach with transportation planning
in Tampa Bay.

The TMA Leadership Group is comprised of
three members from each MPO Board (Forward
Pinellas, the Hillsborough MPO, and the Pasco
County MPO) as voting members and includes
non-voting advisors from FDOT, TBARTA, the
Tampa Bay Regional Planning Council (TBRPC),

In addition, over the next 20 years, car travel is
expected to increase by more than 50 percent, yet
based on the plans in place, our road capacity will
only increase by 19 percent, lengthening traffic
delays over 200 percent by 2040 (refer to Figure

and the region’s three transit agencies (HART,

1.3). Such an increase in traffic volumes and delays

PCPT, and PSTA).

further define the necessity of this Plan.
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Figure 1.3 Need for the Plan
Source: Cost Feasible LRTPs for Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas County MPOs

The demand on the transportation network is

BUILDING ON PAST EFFORTS

particularly strong to and from the regional activity

The difference between this Plan and past efforts

centers where there is a high density of jobs,
population, hotels, destinations, healthcare facilities,
entertainment venues, and/or other daily needs. This
Plan analyzed the demand for travel to and from

is simple: this Plan builds on decades of visioning
and planning to develop a detailed Implementation
Plan with a package of prioritized, feasible projects
that can currently compete for available federal

these areas. Figure 1.4 shows this demand in total

and state grants. The major objective of the Plan

daily trips on Tampa Bay’s road network.
Figure 1.4 Daily Trips to Regional Activity Centers (2010)
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Figure 1.5 Transit Planning Efforts over the Past 30+ Years

culminating with a full FTA criteria evaluation, similar
to what a project would undergo when requesting
federal and state grants.

Schedule and Organization
The effort was organized into two phases. Phase
One identified the most competitive projects for
federal and state funding. Milestones during the
first phase included identifying where the top
performing connections are for premium transit
(where to link the areas with the greatest densities
and highest travel patterns), evaluating which transit
technologies can best serve those connections,
and identifying which project could potentially be
implemented first. Phase Two vetted and refined the
draft recommendation to ensure the catalyst project
is supported by the community and is the best
project for the region.
Check out the video showing how this map was created
www.TBRegionalTransit.com

phase of FTA’s Project Development in September
2017 and entered the design phase in 2018. If
successful, this project will be the first in our region
to receive CIG funds; service is expected to begin in

STEP ONE: Where are the top performing
connections?
The first step identified where the top performing
connections for premium transit are in the Tampa
Bay region. These top performing connections

late 2020/early 2021.

would connect regional anchors, serve the highest

EVALUATION SUMMARY

areas, protect cultural amenities, and would be

number of people and jobs, avoid hurricane-prone
situated in areas with transit-supportive land uses

Because this is a plan to move our region forward

already in place.

and not another study, the team built on decades
of planning in our region and evaluated more than
65 connections, all of which are publicly adopted in
the region’s LRTPs. The Plan identified, through a
step-by-step process, a network of regional transit

Results
The top performing connections out of the Step One
evaluation are listed below, in no particular order:
f Westshore to Brandon

projects to fulfill the long-term vision for Tampa Bay.

f Downtown Tampa to USF

Each step’s methodology was based on FTA’s

f Clearwater, Gateway, St. Petersburg

guidelines. The team took an incremental approach,

f South Tampa to Downtown Tampa

f Wesley Chapel, USF, Tampa, St. Petersburg
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STEP TWO: What are the best projects?

Results

This step determined which projects are expected

The top two performing project concepts out of the

to best serve the top performing connections. This

Step Three evaluation are:

step incorporated FTA criteria to evaluate mobility

1. Connection: Wesley Chapel, USF, Tampa,

(ridership), cost effectiveness, and land use.

Results
The top performing projects out of the Step Two
evaluation are, in order:
1. Connection: Wesley Chapel, USF, Tampa,
Gateway, St. Petersburg
Mode: Light rail
2. Connection: Wesley Chapel, USF, Tampa,
Gateway, St. Petersburg
Mode: Rubber tire in exclusive lane
3. Connection: Downtown Tampa to USF area
Mode: Light rail
4. Connection: Downtown Tampa to USF area
Mode: Rubber tire in exclusive lane
5. Connection: Wesley Chapel, USF, Tampa,
Gateway, St. Petersburg
Mode: Commuter rail
6. Connection: Downtown Tampa to USF area
Mode: Commuter rail

STEP THREE: How and when are projects
built?

Gateway, St. Petersburg
Mode: Rubber tire
Runningway: Operating in exclusive lane
Serves: Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas
Cost: $2.3B to $2.9B (median running)
2. Connection: Downtown Tampa to USF area
Mode: Diesel Multiple Unit
Runningway: Using existing freight rail corridor
Serves: Hillsborough
Cost: $800M to $1B (double-tracked urban rail)

VALUE ENGINEERING: How can the top
projects be more cost effective?
Following the technical review and evaluation of
Step Three, preliminary cost estimates proved to be
too high to move forward. The Team reviewed and
refined the projects to make them more competitive
and efficient by revisiting the performance of each
project, and where appropriate, examined suitable
options of reducing project costs or phasing the
project over time. Specifically, the team looked
to take advantage of existing assets and future
construction plans to reduce cost to the projects.

Throughout the process, the technical review and

Results

evaluation became more in-depth. The third step

Following the Value Engineering effort, the concepts

refined the top projects from Step Two to make

were modified as follows:

them competitive and efficient. To accomplish this,

1. Connection: Wesley Chapel, USF, Tampa,

the Project Team revisited the performance of each

Gateway, St. Petersburg

project and, where appropriate, examined suitable

Mode: Rubber tire

options of phasing the project over time. Estimated

Runningway: Operating in dedicated lane along

costs to construct the projects were also calculated.

a widened and hardened interstate shoulder,
planned express lanes, and mixed traffic
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Serves: Hillsborough, Pasco, and Pinellas

catalyst. This draft catalyst was then presented to

Cost: $1.3B to $1.6B

the public for discussion and input. The comments

2. Connection: Downtown Tampa to USF area

and suggestions collected serves to determine the

Mode: Diesel Multiple Unit

design details of the catalyst to evaluate in greater

Runningway: Existing freight rail corridor,

detail during the next step of implementation,

double-tracked urban rail

the state-prescribed Project Development and

Serves: Hillsborough

Environment (PD&E) Study coordinated and

Cost: $800M to $1B

combined with the FTA Capital Investment Grant
program guidelines for Project Development.

IMPLEMENTATION PLAN

I-275 Rubber Tire: Dedicated Shoulders Concept

The Team developed an Implementation Plan that

The I-275 Rubber Tire concept runs from Downtown

outlines the steps needed to take each project in

St. Petersburg to Wesley Chapel in the I-275

the Regional Transit Vision from a line on the map

corridor. It would operate in dedicated lanes on the

to a route on the ground. The Implementation Plan

hardened shoulder of the interstate from Downtown

puts the projects from the Vision in order of how

St. Petersburg to the Gandy Boulevard area, in

they should and/or could be built. It includes the

tolled express lanes to the SR 60 interchange, in

top two projects that came out of Step Three, the

a median-running dedicated lane to Downtown

other top performers that came out of Step Two,

Tampa, in shoulder dedicated lanes to the Bearss

and each critical connection that was identified

Avenue area, and in mixed traffic (except at the

during Step One.

interchanges) to SR 54. In total, 21 potential station
areas are proposed — 19 are recommended

RECOMMENDATION

outside of the interstate right-of-way.

Identification of a Catalyst Project

Partnering with FDOT and leveraging the Interstate

To fulfill the purpose of the Plan, the Project Team

Modernization effort will reduce the cost to the

identified a catalyst project for implementation. The

transit project to $380-455 million.

catalyst will be the first project recommended to be
built and is expected to stimulate the future projects

NEXT STEPS

identified in the Vision. The catalyst is the project

Following the endorsement of the catalyst, the

from the Vision that competes most favorably for

project will be advanced to the FDOT PD&E Phase

federal and state grant dollars and is deemed the

which is designed to comply with the FTA CIG

most feasible for construction at the completion

program. During PD&E, it is recommended that the

of the Plan. This catalyst also demonstrates the

project sponsor evaluate the following refinements

benefits of regional transit to the community.

of the catalyst received through the community

The project that performed the best during the Step

vetting process:

Three technical analysis was identified as the draft
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f Evaluate the level of investment in dedicated
transit lanes across the entire 41-mile corridor
f Determine optimal station locations that best

Project Development
It is anticipated that Project Development will
take 18 to 24 months to complete. This phase will

serve the community and provide opportunities

also satisfy the guidelines put forth by FTA to be

for economic development

considered for federal funding via the CIG program.

f Evaluate the level of investment needed at street

Upon completion of the PD&E, another decision is

level to provide efficient access to station from

needed to advance the project to final design and

the interstate corridor

construction. Community outreach will continue

f Determine the optimal number of stations

through project development and as mandated by

f Determine the optimal frequency of service

law; a public hearing will be held.

Final design will be completed after a funding
agreement is identified with dedicated support from
local, state, and federal agencies. Once final design
is completed and approved, construction begins.

TBARTA Action
The Plan was first presented to TBARTA’s Citizen
Advisory Committee on August 15 and October 17,
2018. At the conclusion, the CAC recommended
that the TBARTA Board advance the draft catalyst to
PD&E. The Plan was then presented to the TBARTA
Policy Committee on November 9, 2018. The
Policy Committee expressed majority consensus
in moving the catalyst recommendation forward.
The final presentation was provided to the TBARTA
Board on November 16, 2018. The Board passed
a resolution of support based on a 9-1 vote in
favor of the Plan recommendation. A portion of the
resolution is provided below:
“The TBARTA Board received and approves
the Regional Transit Feasibility Plan and
expresses support to continue to study the
implementation of the catalyst regional transit
project by proceeding with PD&E.”
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